6 Things
EVERY Homebuyer
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Title Insurance
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6 Things
EVERY Homebuyer
Needs to Know About
Title Insurance
Title insurance gives you peace of mind for title related problems that may arise after purchasing your
property.
Protect yourself from risks such as illegal building works, boundary encroachments and title defects
that could leave you with a significant financial burden after buying a property. In some instances, title
defects can result in time-consuming and expensive legal proceedings for homeowners.
Title insurance offers homeowners:
• Protection for legal risks that can threaten the ownership of your property or affect your right to
occupy and use your land.
• Coverage for pre-existing illegal building works where Council identifies the issue and
demands rectification.
• Recourse when your neighbour discovers your fence has been erected in the wrong location.
Here are some of the key points to know about title insurance offered by First Title in Australia.
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1. Illegal building works
Australians love their carports, backyard decks, verandas and pergolas, but the reality is they are often
built without Council approval. In the event that the Council orders you to demolish or rebuild an illegal
structure, title insurance provides coverage for pre-existing structures that were built without the
required Council permits, or that never received final approval on completion of the building works.

Case Study One: Title insurance policy saves owners thousands
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A couple in Queensland purchased First Title
insurance when they bought their first home. They
soon found out that their land flooded every time it
rained and hired an engineer to inspect their retaining
wall, which was around 30 years old.
The engineer discovered the retaining wall was built
incorrectly and did not allow for drainage.
Not only that, but the wall was built without Council

approval. Subsequently, the local Council
inspected the wall and issued a notice to demolish
and rebuild it.
The owners contacted First Title, and they obtained
Council approval for a new retaining wall as well as
quotes from local builders to demolish and rebuild
it. First Title paid all the associated costs, including
administration fees, materials and labour.

Case Study Two: Illegal building works
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After moving into their new home, a tradesman
advised that several parts of the structure looked to
be illegal. Further investigations led the council to
issue our client with an order to rectify the defects.
Upon review – there was nothing to indicate
illegal works were done to the property or that an
occupation certificate had not been issued. A building
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surveyor, draftsman and several contractors were
engaged to assist with the project.
First Title accepted the claim under its ‘illegal building
works’ coverage. First Title paid costs associated with
planning, rectification works and council fees required
to obtain a final occupation certificate.
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2. Title insurance protects you against a range of hidden risks
Buying a property leaves you exposed to a number of potential unforeseen risks that can end up being
costly and affect your home ownership. A title insurance policy is designed to offer protection against
specific risks, including the following:
• Boundary issues: cover provided for boundary issues including fences, retaining walls or
structures that have not been built on the true boundary.
• Fraud: cover provided for fraud at the time of purchase or anytime during ownership.
• Outstanding rates and taxes: recorded on the property title which the buyer becomes
responsible for, inclusive of errors in certificates.
• Sewerage / Drainage: cover provided for errors in the property records for sewerage or drainage.

Case Study Three: Boundary and Survey
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After our client purchased their dream home, they
approached their neighbour to discuss an encroaching
wall on their property.

Upon review – the encroachment was not
disclosed by the vendor, nor was a pre-purchase
survey obtained.

Shortly afterwards, the client received a reply from the
neighbour’s solicitor attaching an adverse possession
application. The neighbour had applied to become owner
of 40 square metres of our client’s land.

First Title accepted the claim under its ‘encroachment
and adverse possession’ coverage. First Title paid the
cost of the survey report, the legal fees for advice on the
adverse possession claim and for the value of the land
lost when the neighbour’s claim was successful.

Case Study Four: Sewerage
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Our clients purchased a lovely rural property in Victoria.
After moving into the property they encountered
a strong sewerage smell and hired a plumber to
investigate the issue.

Upon review – the lack of sewerage connection
was not disclosed by the vendor and the statement
of inclusions provided by the real estate agent listed
a septic tank as included in the sale.

The plumber advised the client that the dwelling was
not connected to a septic tank as previously thought.
Instead, the sewerage from the dwelling was directed
into a buried plastic drum and further funneled to a
buried pipe that emptied into their paddock.

First Title accepted the claim under its ‘sewerage’
coverage on the basis that the property did not have a
legal sewerage connection and the documentation for
the property indicated a septic tank existed.
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3. Title Insurance is purchased as a one-off payment with no excess
Unlike many other types of insurance with monthly premiums, such as home and contents insurance,
title insurance for homebuyers is a one-off premium that protects you for as long as you own the
property. You will not be charged an excess even in the event of a claim.
The cost of title insurance with First Title is calculated on a sliding scale, based on new or existing
homeowner, purchase price of the property, residential or commercial property and the state of
the property. Premiums start from $305 for a new owner strata property and $407 for a new owner
residential property. For specific pricing, take a look at our state-based premium calculator.

4. Title insurance doesn’t replace a conveyancer or solicitor
Title Insurance alone can’t replace the services of a professional conveyancer or solicitor and doesn’t
cover non-title matters such as contamination. However, title insurance does provide protection
against property ownership risks that were missed or not searched during the conveyancing process.
The combination of title insurance with a conveyancer’s or solicitor’s advice will provide the most
comprehensive protection against risks that may affect the legal ownership of your home and land.

5. Title insurance coverage pairs well with home and contents insurance
Although home and contents insurance offers important protections, it doesn’t cover illegal building
works. Home and contents insurers may knock back claims on the basis that there are illegal works that
may have led or contributed to a damage event (flooding or other water damage, etc.). This is when title
insurance can complement home and contents insurance to offer you more complete coverage against
risks associated with owning a property.

6. There are a range of title insurance products available to suit different needs
At First Title, we provide a range of title insurance products including title insurance for vacant land
owners, strata owners, homeowners, commercial property owners and more. Before choosing a policy,
it’s important to understand exactly what’s covered so you can choose the right policy for your needs.
Make sure to read the terms, conditions, caps and exclusions for First Title policies, and don’t hesitate
to get in touch if you have any questions about a particular policy.
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